
2017  FIFTH AGAIN                 

2017 began under the same leadership although long serving vice-president and Club stalwart Kevin Hedger had passed away in 

January.  Kevin, a Life Member had had a 50 plus year relationship with the AFNC as a player, coach, selector and 

Committeeman and to see his Land Cruiser missing from under the cypress  tree in front of the clubrooms took some getting used 

to.   Triple premiership coach Ian Alexander and dual premiership player Len Elward had also passed away in the interim.  

The senior team was again coached by Sam Kidd who had overcome a serious hand injury that had kept him off the field for most 

of 2016 and he was to play again. Alex. had lost Bart Wallace but had recruited former B&F winner Zach Heaslip and a tall 

ruckman Jacob Brereton who looked promising.  

After virtually no solid practice matches,  Alex. was fixtured to play recently relegated division one team Belgrave who had not 

visited the Showgrounds since 2010, in round one on April 8th. The weather was of course warm and the ground hard as Alex. 

began to the town end assisted by a swirly north-westerly wind and led by 4 points at the first break.  Belgrave came back with 

four goals to one in the second to lead by 14 points at half time. Each team managed three goals for each of the third and last 

quarters with the visitors able to score late in each of the quarters to win 14.13 to 12.9. Alex. goals were spread amongst nine 

players but Brayden Norris was judged best with Stephen Steiner and Scott Heveren also mentioned.                                                                                                  

After a 21 day break due to a bye and Easter Alex. resumed on April 29 th at Yarra Junction.  The home side led early as Alex. 

wasted opportunities at the clubrooms end.  Alex. through weight of inside fifties, took the lead narrowly at the first change and 

increased it 14 point at the long break. The game continued along a similar pattern in the second half with the Eagles accuracy 

keeping them in with a chance although they never looked the winner. The final margin was 22 points from 31 scoring shots to 

19. Brayden Norris with 7 goals again polled the maximum votes and was the winner of the medal awarded after the game as 

Alexandra reclaimed the George Steiner Cup. ( Brayden was unfortunate that the umpires votes for the game went missing)  Ben 

Cooper looked back to his 2015 form and Scott Heveren was again in form.                                                                                                                     

Alexandra’s first home game for a month, was as host to Powelltown for round 4 on May 6th  in mild autumn  conditions. 

Ruckman, Jake Steyger playing his 100th game led the team out for what was to be an even first quarter.  The game was won in 

the second quarter when Alex. kicked six unanswered goals to lead by that margin at half time.  As conditions deteriorated in the 

second half the game was evenly contested with Alex. increasing their margin to 48 points as the final siren sounded. 17.12. to  

10.6.   Ben Cooper, Brayden Norris and Michael Coombs were assessed as best. Ryley Norris and Conner Heaslip returned to the 

team after a late start.  Zack Heaslip also returned after an absence of six years.                                                                                                                                

A further break in continuity for an inter-league game, compounded what had been a stop-start season so far, preceded the local 

derby.  Alex. made the short journey to the other side of the Goulburn River to play Thornton- Eildon  and found the home side 

difficult to get on top of. A goal to Zack Heaslip in the first minute but the next goals did not come as easy.  Alex had the 

narrowest of leads at half time in a scrappy game and the ‘Boners were still in with a chance at the last change over. A fitter 

Alexandra team finally got some system into their game and finished up winning comfortably 15.14 to 7.8. Scott Heveren, who 

led a defence that allowed the home team one second half goal, was Alexandra’s best supported by Stephen Steiner and Ben 

Cooper although Ryley Norris impressed the umpires.                                                                                                                                                 

After three successive wins Alexandra made the trip to Kinglake and as usual of recent times, found the home side too good on 

the day. Alex. had first use of a strong northerly but were not able to take full advantage and also allowed the home side goals at 

the other end. Alex. had a good second quarter defensively but got further behind as the game progressed as the locals used the 

conditions much better winning 13.13 to Alex 7.11. Ryley Norris, Ben Cooper and Steve Steiner worked hard to lift the Rebels.  

Alexandra Football Netball Club’s   Round 7 match v Yea  on June 3rd   was Alexandra’s 1300th  game since football resumed 

after the Second World War in 1945. Alexandra have played in virtually four different competitions in the past 72 seasons 

starting in the Upper Goulburn F.L.  (29 games) for the first two seasons before returning to the Waranga Nth East F.L. where 

they had played pre –war,  for the next 30 seasons (526 games).   Upon the demise of the WNEFL, Alexandra joined the Yarra 

Valley Mountain District F.L.in 1977 and played there for 9 years (162 games). Alexandra then played in the Tungamah F.L and 

it’s renamed derivatives for the next 20 years (376 games) before rejoining the YVMDFL in 2006 (210 games).               

Alexandra players and supporters have travelled over 109,000 kilometers to and from 43 different venues from Mulwala NSW  

(368 km return) in the north, to Narre Warren East in the south as well as suburban Fairpark on Scoresby Road and have 

averaged 158 km per return trip during the above period. Alexandrians clocked up the most km’s travelling to Mansfield (8160 

km’s) for 56 away games and 4 finals.                                                                                                                                               

Of the 1294 games to the end of 2016, Alexandra have won 573 H&A games and 39 finals whilst losing 633 H&A games and 38 

finals. There have been 11 drawn H&A games.   During this time, Alexandra have played in 14 grand finals for 9 premierships. 



Alexandra have been playing football against Yea since the late nineteenth century but during the period (1945 – 2016)  

Alexandra have played the most games against Yea with a slight advantage 76 H&A wins and 68 losses with finals 7 wins – 7 

losses including one grand final win each.  At the Showgrounds  recently,  Alexandra have won six of the nine contests since both 

teams rejoined the Y.V.M.D.F.N.L. but the Tigers had current bragging rights with a big win in last year’s Elimination Final.  

Back at the Showgrounds for the first time in four weeks,the local football fans turned up in good numbers to see Alexandra and 

Yea compete for the Hedger – Ivey Cup, a trophy instigated to commemorate the achievements of each of those players to their 

respective football clubs and towns.  Captain Chris Mullins played his 200th game this day and Jack Elkington returned to the 

team after a few years absence. Another player to play a milestone game that day was Cory Jack in the Reserves who played his  

350th  game, only the second player to reach that figure.   With 12 first half goals to 5, the home side virtually had this game won 

at half-time and although an accurate Yea were more competitive after the break, Alexandra went on to a comfortable win in a 

high scoring game. 22.20 to 13.4.  Brayden Norris with 7 goals and Ben Cooper won the votes ahead of Steven Steiner and Scott 

Hill.  The Hedger-Ivey cup was declared a draw with a 3/3 result over the six football / netball contests. 

Round 8 saw Alexandra at home to Yarra Glen with a good crowd of locals and Truck Show visitors in attendance. Conditions 

were near perfect after the fog lifted as Alex. challenged the competition leader. Steven Steiner led the team out on the occasion 

of his 100th game but Alex. suffered a blow when Brayden Norris had to withdraw late. The defence led by Jack Goonan and 

Jordan Purcell were strong early and kept the difference to a manageable 15 points at half time. Alex. wasted opportunities  to get 

back into the game in the third quarter and the visitors extended the margin to 21 points at the last change. Yarra Glen showed 

why they were the ladder leader with 6 goals to 2 in the last, to record a comfortable win 13.12 to 6.9. Ben Cooper. Jack Goonan 

and Steve Steiner led the way.    

Alexandra next made the trip to Seville and as has often been the case when Alex. play at Seville, it takes them a quarter to 

acclimatize to the strange ground and during this stage the home side virtually put the game out of Alexandra’s reach with an 

eight goal to two first quarter.  Alex stemmed some of the bleeding in the second quarter restricting the home side to only four 

goals but even kicking to the downhill end, Alex could only manage a single goal. Seville’s multi pronged and accurate attack of 

O’Keefe (who finished with 7 goals) and Toohey (6 goals) were causing the Alex defence many headaches as was the pace of the 

Blues small men. Alex. continued to work and tackle hard and actually won the last quarter but the damage had been done early 

contributing to  9.9 to 19.8 defeat. Ben Cooper, Nathan Dundas, Michael Coombs and new player Nick Waugh won the votes.                  

At the halfway mark of the season Alex. were fifth with four wins and four losses.             The Reserves were fourth 5 – 3. 

Alex were on the road again the next Saturday to Belgrave for the first time since 2010 to start the second half of the season.  As  

happened last game the travelers were slow to start allowing the home side to lead by  14 points at the first break. A determined 

effort and lift in intensity saw Alex. with six goals to four reduce the margin to a competitive  9 points at half time. Again 

Belgrave got the margin out to 14 points at the last change. The last quarter was a great display of football as Alex. more than 

matched the Magpies and actually led by 9 points at one stage in the last quarter. Belgrave steadied and finished strongly winning 

19.13 to 17.10 but Alex. lost no respect with a very good performance. The Norris brothers and Lee Ragg each scored the 3 votes 

from those with voting cards.                                                                                                                                                         

After two away games and a bye, football returned to the Showgrounds on July 8th for round 11 as Alexandra were at home to 

Yarra Junction,  badly needing a win after losses to the top three teams in the last three games.  A good and enthusiastic  crowd 

including members of the 1997 and 2007 (Reserves) premiership teams were in attendance.  The Alexandra players wore black 

armbands as a mark of respect to the Dundas family after their beautiful Steph. lost her courageous battle with Cystic Fibrosis. 

After a slow start with each team kicking 2.4 in the first term Alex the kicked 14 goals straight (an Alex. record)  in the middle 

quarters to take control of the game. The Eagles were competitive in a high scoring game and it was only after three quarter time 

that the margin extended beyond four goals. Alex. 21.8 to Yarra Junc. 14.9.  Luke Heard with 7 goals, Brayden Norris (4) and 

Ben Cooper  scored the votes. Alexandra next travelled to Powelltown to attempt to turn around a five game losing run at the Mill 

ground. Alex. had not won their since 2012. Alex began to the mill end on a cold, still winters afternoon and were mostly on the 

defensive early as the home side led by 3 goals at the first break.  Alex. kicked five goals uphill in the second but the Demons did 

likewise leaving Alex. with a 19 point deficit at the break. The home side extended the margin out to 29 points as players took the 

final break and finished off much better than Alex. who could only manage three goals after half-time to record a 17.12 to 10.8 

win. Jordan Purcell, Brayden Norris and Ben Cooper continued their fine form whilst Luke Heard kicked four goals and Scott 

Heveren three.                         On a frosty, foggy morning Alexandra were home to Thornton Eildon for round 14 and in front of 

the smallest crowd at this fixture for some years. Alex. was forced to make five changes to the side that kicked with a slight 

breeze favouring the town end. Alex. kicked five goals in each of the first two quarters but the visitors were able to kick seven 



and keep interest in the game. Six further goals in the third gave the Rebels a lead by around that margin at the last break and  

Alex.  continued to increase the lead finally winning by 43 points much to the pleasure of coach Sam who held that “ margin 

ticket”  Brayden Norris (7 goals) , Ben Cooper and Michael Coombs impressed again.  The Reserves won comfortably and the 

three Netball teams completed the clean sweep, playing on their new courts for the first time.                                                                                                             

Alexandra was next home to Kinglake and with each side on 32 points, needed a win to replace the Lakers in the five.  Alex. 

begun well to the town end and led by 27 points at quarter time. The defence contained the visitors to two goals as they took their 

turn with the wind but Alex. struggled to go forward with any system particularly with a player off. After a slow start to the third 

quarter Alex. got back to 18 on the field and with Brayden Norris adding four third quarter goals took control of the game, 

leading by 43 points at the last break. Even against the breeze, Alex. continued their dominance with six last quarter goals whilst 

the defence held Kinglake to two.  Alex. 18.13 to 7.8. Best Brayden  Norris  (7goals), Ben Cooper, Ryley Norris.             

Alexandra next travelled to Yea, where  they had historically played well over the years. The Recreation Reserve showed the 

effect of Friday night’s rain with a few heavy patches.  Alex. took a seven point lead to the quarter time huddle in an uninspiring 

first quarter where they missed targets by hand and foot. Scott Heveren was strong in defence with his usual dash  and Ryley 

Norris continued his recent good form. The pattern continued in the second quarter with Alex. not able to shake off the 

determined Tigers who trailed by 17 in a low scoring game at half time. The game opened up a bit in the third quarter and the 

Rebels added four goals to two to lead by five goals plus at the last break. Alex. continued to build in the last with six goals to 

eventually win comfortably 16.13 to 7.6. Ryley Norris, Ben Woolard who also was having a very good second half of the season 

and Jack Goonan impressed the judges.  Alexandra’s next trip to Yarra Glen ended the same as many over the last few years, a 

loss on the big ground.  Alex. had a good first quarter leading narrowly as teams changes over and four further goals in the 

second was good but the home side kicked a match winning eight goals to lead by 23 points at the long interval. The third  

quarter was even with the Rebels getting back to within 14 points before the home side again stretched the lead to 25 points.  An 

early Yarra Glen goal in the last made Alexandra’s task near impossible but they continued to attack and actually won the quarter 

but lost the match by a creditable 21 points 14.10 to 17.13. Ben Cooper, Scott Hill and Ben Woolmer led the vote getters.         

The last H&A game was at the Showgrounds where Seville was the guests. The oval was in great condition following overnight 

rain but the match did not live up to any great heights early with much congested play and many ball ups. Seville led at the first 

change. Alexandra won plenty of the ball early in the second but wasted many opportunities at the hill end. Eventually Alex. 

through Cooper and the Norris brothers started to get value for possessions and went in with an 18 point lead at half time.  Alex. 

again struggled to finish and play again became ragged as each side managed two goals.  Alex again did much better to the hill 

end in the last quarter with five goals to two, to finish 14.13 to 9.6. and celebrate Jack Elkington’s 100th game with a comfortable 

37 point win.  Good performances against Belgrave and Yarra Glen away,  and the win against third placed Seville was a boost 

going into the finals. Ryley Norris, Ben Woolmer and Ben Cooper voted well as did Brayden Norris (4 goals) who scored the 

umpires top vote. Alexandra had finished fourth with nine wins (six at home three away) and seven losses. The Reserves finished 

comfortably in fourth place 10 – 6.  

ELIMINATION FINALS at Yarra Junction 

The Alexandra Football Netball Club travelled to Yarra Junction last Sunday with both football teams and two netball teams (C 

& D) involved in elimination finals matches and another netball team (B) playing Yea in a Qualifying Final.   

SENIORS.     Alexandra who finished the home and away season in fourth place played Powelltown with the record one home 

ground win each during the season.   Alexandra included   Callum Tranter and Daniel Rouget to replace the injured Brent 

McDonald and Jack Goonan.    The oval at the Junction was showing the effects of recent rain which continued on and off 

throughout the match. After an inordinately long  break between games Alexandra began to the river end but Powelltown were 

first to work the ball forward and put the Alex defence under pressure. When Alex. went forward the Demons defence was able 

to clear. Neither side scored in the first six minutes until a Powelltown behind. Alexandra struggled to get clear possession and 

most disposals seemed to be rushed causing several turn-over’s.  Finally Ryley Norris got a clear possession going forward and 

Scott Hill kicked the first goal of the game. The defence, led by Scott Heveren was working hard. Alex again went forward and 

Matt Steiner snapped a good goal. Powelltown kicked their first goal late in the quarter. Brayden Norris had a chance after a fine 

diving mark but was off line.  Alexandra took a six point lead to the quarter time break.  The play was bottled up on the 

scoreboard forward flank as players threw themselves into the contests. Alex could not find targets going forward and the 

Powelltown defence took many intercepting marks. The Alex defence and some poor kicking for goal by their opponents were 

keeping Alexandra in the game. Finally the Demons kicked the only goal for the quarter as both defences were on top. Alexandra 

were contesting and tackling well but Powelltown took a three point lead to the clubrooms at half time. Alex took the lead back 

early in the third quarter when Brayden Norris goaled. Due to the conditions the standard of play was poor with consecutive ball-

ups as players were tackled as soon as they took possession of the ball. Powelltown were on top generally but continued to miss 



what they should have kicked as scores were level until a Powelltown goal gave them the lead. When Alex. went forward they 

could not win possession close enough to goal to score and if not for the Demons 1.7 would have trailed by more than the ten 

point margin at three quarter time.  The last term began with the play in the Powelltown half with the Alex. defence again under 

pressure.  A mark and goal to the Demons gave them a big break in the conditions. Alex. were having trouble getting the ball in 

their hands in a scoring position so Sam Kidd kicked Alexandra’s next goal out of the air. Powelltown soon replied with a goa l 

off the ground at the River end as Alex tried hard to get back in the game but could not get any fluid movement going forward. 

Powelltown sealed the game with a sixth goal as time slipped by. Ryley Norris kicked the last goal of the game but Powelltown 

won comfortably 6.16.52 to 5.4.34. but 22 scoring shot to 9 probably a truer indication of their edge in handling the conditions.   

Best Players: Ben Woolard, Ryley Norris, Ben Cooper, Daniel Rouget, Scott Heveren.                                                                   

In an emotional speech after the game Coach Sam Kidd thanked the players for their efforts over the year, his assistants, the 

trainers and the Club for their support.   

RESERVES           The Reserves added Ryan Carter, Conner Heaslip, Jonathan Noy and Chase Pearce    to the team that 

comprehensively accounted for Seville in the last H &A game at the Showgrounds.   As expected Seville fronted with a much 

different line up but due to the fact that their Seniors were playing just down the road were not able pack the Reserves as at 

Olinda last year.    Alexandra began to the main road end and although Seville was  first into attack the Alex defence stood firm . 

Coach Matt Herridge got his side away to a good start with the first two goals followed by one to Ben Podger Carroll from a 

spectacular mark.  Alex. was showing plenty of commitment to the contest. Seville goaled late in the quarter as Alex. led by two 

goals at the first change.   Jonathan Noy goaled from well out in the second quarter but Seville replied with a goal off the ground. 

After an Alex. behind, Podger Carroll marked the misdirected kick-in for his second goal. Although Seville were just as hard at 

the contests Alexandra were much cleaner with the ball in the open and led by 23 points at half time.  Podger Carroll kicked his 

third goal and along with Jacob Brereton who added the next two goals was playing well with the defence well on top.   Alex. 

had the match won at the last change leading by 41 points as the hail hit the ground. Sensing the game was lost  Seville dropped 

their earlier competitiveness and Alex added seven further goals (four to Scott Isaacs) in a one sided last quarter to run out big 

winners 15.9.99 to Seville 2.3.  Best players included Daniel Roper, Tom Halligan, Conner Heaslip, Jacob Brereton, Ben Podger  

Carroll and David Bourke.   

RESERVES  FIRST SEMI FINAL at EMERALD  

The Alexandra Reserves football team and the B and D Netball teams travelled to Emerald to play in the Yarra Ranges Second 

Division First Semi-finals last Sunday.  Alexandra had not played at the Chandler Recreation Reserve since 2015.  The ground 

was in top condition but the weather was showery.                                               The Reserves included Sam Kidd, Nick Waugh, 

Daniel Rouget and Max Church to replace Ryan Carter and Rhett Marsh (ill) Jake Coulson and Brayden Burchall in the team that 

easily accounted for Seville in the Elimination Final.  Alexandra began to the top end as heavy rain began to fall which made the 

ball slippery and hard to control. Yarra Glen kicked the first goal seven minutes into the game but the defence led by Chase 

Pearce and Cory Jack were contesting well. A long kick out the back resulted in Yarra Glen’s next goal. Daniel Roper was 

working hard at the numerous ball-ups and he forwarded to Conner Heaslip for an Alex. goal.   Alexandra trailed by seven points 

at the first break.  Daniel Rouget who took a fine defensive mark was winning well in defence and Jacob Brereton was now 

marking the ball well as the rain ceased. Both teams were contesting well with all players under pressure when in possession of 

the ball. A long kick forward was touched on the line as Alex added the first score well into the quarter.  Although goalless, 

Alexandra had plenty of possessions and won the quarter but trailed by 5 points at the main break.  Another heavy shower fell at 

the start of the third quarter to again cause further congested play. Brereton was jumping high in the ruck and Jedd Hamill 

marked within range at the top end but his kick was rushed through for a behind.  The Umpires were letting play go on in the 

scrimmages. Sam Kidd ran the length of the ground to mark up forward but only another behind resulted. Both sides became 

adventurous running the ball through the centre but Yarra Glen got the top result as Puffin Billy’s horn could be heard in the still 

air. The Glen had marginally increased their lead to 12 points at the last change.  Alex. was confident they could bridge the 

margin and started the last quarter well and when Tom Halligan dashed clear and goaled, the difference was five points. Alex. 

were on top in defence and through the midfield and looked likely but a heavy shower mid- term curtailed their control of the 

ball. The game again became a battle of the defences as time ran out for the Rebels leaving them eight points short 2.8.20 to 

Yarra Glen 3.10.28.  Best Players included Jacob Brereton, Tom Halligan, Daniel Rouget, Nick Waugh, Tom Dodemaide and 

Tim Fieldon. Although beaten the Reserves were certainly not disgraced as they contested every possession. The defence 

again was tight and the midfield created opportunities but the forwards could not get enough clear ball in the 

conditions to kick a winning score.   



NETBALL FINALS.   Week one.  B grade:  Yea 49 def Alex 37.  C: Kinglake 37 def. Alex 28. D: Alex 35 def Kinglake 17   

Week two B grade: Alex 42 def. Yarra Glen 32.  D: Yea 24 def Alex 11.   Prelim.Final.  Yea 46 def. Alex 45. 

ALEXANDRA F.N.C. JUNIOR PRESENTATION NIGHT   Fri. Sept. 1st                Seymour and District Junior FNL 

   

ALEXANDRA F.N.C. SENIOR PRESENTATION NIGHT   Sat. Sept 23rd                   AFL Yarra Ranges F.N.L.    

TROPHIES Seniors Reserves AWARDS 

Best & Fairest Ben Cooper (61) Cory Jack    (47) Life Member Rodger Welch Ms Toni Carter 

Runner- up Brayden Norris  
(58) 

Tom Halligan   (23) 
Ben Podger- Carroll (23) 

BarryThompson 
Clubman 

Max Church  

Most Consistent Scott Hill Jonathan Noy Andrew Whitling  
Volunter  

  

Most Determined Michael Coombs Ryan Carter Hugh Kidd  

Most Improved Ryley Norris Rhett Marsh Presidents Noel Serong  

Rising Star Ben Woolard Tim Fielden  (Best 1
st

 Yr) David Welch 
 

The Cairns 
Family 

 

Coaches Lee Ragg Jedd Hamill  

“        “ Jake Steyger Paul Brooks Trainers  Will Goonan  

 

TROPHIES   A. grade B. grade C. grade D. grade NETBALL AWARD 

Best & Fairest Caitlan Haggis Shona Gesler Rachel Manthorpe 
Lauren  Westwood 

Jo Steel 
Shannon Prendeville 

Mandy Gesler 

Runner- up Lauren Steyger Olivia .Twining Kally.Ragg Jorja Gesler  

Most Consistent Teana Wards Hana Duldig Mandy Gesler   

Most Determined  Jayde Cairns Kristie Warren Smith Cassandra Read  

Most Improved    Jaymie Elward  

Rising Star Caitlan Haggis     

Coaches Jess Lucas Kathrine Quincee  Chelsea Callender  

      

 

 

 

NETBALL Under 12s Under 14s Div. 1 Under 14s Div.2 Under 16s 

Best and Fairest Eliza Gesler Mia Rouget Tayla Arnett Shona Gesler 

Runner-up Louise Hurrey Riley Thomas Jamie Baird Madison Richards 

Most Determined Grace Sinclair Lily Hillman Lariza Saerang Robinson Zarli Hoornweg 

Most Improved  Jordan Woehl Jorja Gesler Amanda McDonald Chelsea Callander 

Coaches Trophy Tarni Cobb Hanna Armstrong Paige Bingham Chelsie Witnish 

   ‘’                ‘’ Jasmin Collett    

FOOTBALL          Under 12s    Under 14s   Under 16s 

Best and Fairest Tommy Meggitt Bowen McCarthy Tom Rouget 

Runner-up Dylan Jack Ryan Lucas Jordan Laurie-Rhodes  

Most Determined Lachlan Armstrong Kobe Gogoll Daniel McFadzean 

Most Improved  Bradley Irvine Bailey Goschnick Ben Thomas 

Most Consistent  Cooper Kidd Ben Jack Tyson Pedlar 

Best Utility  Max Hillman Cameron Smith David Ray 

Best 1st Year Player Nathan Murray Beau Scott Angus Smith 

Coaches Trophy Dylan Bevan Coby Scott James Geldart 



SENIORS   Club Best & Fairest  Voting  (Umpires votes in brackets)    61 votes B.Cooper (3) 58. B.Norris  (17) 31. R.Norris (5)  16. 

M.Coombs. 13. L.Ragg, S.Hill (1)  12. B.Woolard, J.Purcell, S.Heveren 11. S.Steiner (2)  9. J.Goonan 6. N.Dundas (5)  5. C.Mullins 

(1)  4. C.Tranter, L.Heard,  N.Waugh, J.Steyger (3)  3. J.Brereton (1)  2. T.Halligan, T.Carter, W.Goonan, Z.Heaslip (7) 1. M.Steiner, 

S.Woolard.         Ben Cooper 12x 3, 11x 2,3x1  Brayden Norris 14x3, 6x2, 4x1. Ryley Norris 7x3, 4x2, 2x1.  

RESERVES  47 votes C.Jack (7) 23. T.Halligan, B. Podger-Carroll (7). 22. Jack Elkington (2) 16. T.Fieldon  11. C.Pearce, T.Rouget, 

J.Coulson, N.Waugh (3)  10. D.Rouget, J.Noy. 9. S.Isaacs. 7. R.Carter, D.Roper (3) D.Bourke (5) J.Hamill (5)  6. J.Krijt, C. McKay  (2) 

5. J.Brereton (5)  4. C.Heaslip.  3. M.Steiner, S.Kidd, 2. I.Hedger, T.Dodemaide R.Marsh (2) 1. A.Wood, L.Ragg, D.Smith, 

M.Church, W.Ingram (2) 0 W.Cody (4) R.Norris (3)    Cory Jack 11x3, 4x2, 6x1.  Ben Podger-Carroll 5x3, 2x2, 4x1. Tom Halligan 

4x3, 4x2, 3x1. Jack Elkington 4x3, 4x2, 2x1. 

 

 

 

 

 


